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LEADER, LEAD THYSELF: HOW TO FOCUS ON SELF
TO BETTER LEAD OTHERS
The greatest leaders often start with little to show but a vision
and a dream. Inspiring people to embrace their goals, join their
ranks, and work alongside them is imperative for leaders.
However, before someone can inspire others, they must first look
inward to lead themselves. The practice of self-leadership has
been a key component to every successful leader for
generations. The term was coined by Professor Charles C. Manz,
defining self-leadership as a “comprehensive self-influence
perspective that concerns leading oneself toward performance of
naturally motivating tasks, as well as managing oneself to do
work that must be done but is not naturally motivating.”
While there are many different types of leadership, the practice of
self-leadership may be the most important style to not only build
up oneself but also to inspire others to be the best versions of
themselves.

What are the top factors that make your work
fulfilling?

Best Interview Questions to Ask Job Candidates –
Job Attraction
Creating a successful and productive team starts with finding
great employees who fit your organizational culture. And while
you may receive hundreds of job applications from interested
parties, narrowing down the talent pool to hire the right candidate
for the job goes beyond resumes.

Training Employees to Fill Needed Skills During a
Hiring Crunch
In the past couple years, there has been a paradigm shift in the
job market. Positions that were once easy to hire for now seem
impossible to fill. And while there isn’t the type of skills gap we’ve
seen in the past, the new skills gap is simply not being able to
hire talent with necessary skills due to the hiring crunch.

Seth Godin on Uncomfortable Leadership
Seth Godin, a New York Times Best Selling Author of 20 books
and cultural thought leader, is a beloved speaker and has a
knack for helping professionals “level up” and become the best
versions of themselves.

Season 6 of the On The Job Podcast Launches with
New Episodes
Each week, On the Job shares stories about the pursuit of work
by delving into the employment situations people from all walks of
life face each day. Check out the final episodes of the new
season!
Episode 5: On the Range, In Yonkers
Episode 6: Secure the Bits
Episode 7: A Ship Stuck in the Suez
Episode 8: Laddering Up to a New Livelihood
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